Faculty/Staff Parking 2019-2020
Employee Parking Permit Tiers and Privileges

Each permit type has flow-down privileges to lower tiers; for instance, Central permits (yellow) can park in Mid (blue), Perimeter (green), and Outer (tan) lots as illustrated by the colored boxes. Some permit types allow additional privileges not listed here. Visit parking.cornell.edu for complete information.

- **Central**
  - D, J, L, N, P, U, Z
  - Central permits valid in letter designation on permit, Z, right to weekend areas, student resident lots, E, E1 areas up to two hours, and

- **Mid**
  - C, G, HH
  - Mid permits valid in letter designation on permit and

- **Perimeter**
  - ME, O, R*, RS**, WE*
  - Perimeter permits valid until letter designation on permit and

- **Outer**
  - A, E*
  - Outer permits valid only in letter designation on permit and A lot.

- **Paid Parking**
  - Parking allows access to Central, Mid, and Perimeter lots.

- **Restricted**
  - Right to weekend restrictions parking rules in effect; comply with posted lot limits.

*Work zone and eligibility requirements must be met.
**Perineter Rules/Restrictions B1 Parking Privileges Local; all Perimeter (green) parking lots.
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